ONE YEAR IN:

THE FORD REPORT
HOW IS THE NEW GOVERNMENT DOING?

education

The Ford government has
slashed education spending
across all areas, including
teacher and support staff salaries
and funding the infrastructure
repair backlog.

The province has laid out its
plans for a subway upload and
trumpeted "new" transit lines, but
there is no real plan meanwhile, millions of dollars
have been cut from maintenance
and operations.

transit

The province is catering to
developers at the expense of the
Greenbelt and endangered species,
stopped the planting of 150 million
trees, banned the mention of climate
change, and killed cap and trade.

The creation of affordable
housing has not been a priority
of this government. Only
market-rate new development
is being supported.

housing

healthcare

The government has aimed
to interfere with the
bargaining rights of workers
at every turn - from the
construction trades to the
education unions - and gutted
Bill 148.

workers' rights

From day one, this
government has slashed and
burned equity-building
programs like the Indigenous
curriculum and the AntiRacism Directorate.

Conventional economic
measures show that Ontario
has continued to grow.
However, a recent report by
the United Way showed that
income disparity is starker
than ever.
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With promises of reducing
"red tape" and administrative
costs, the government has
cut billions from both
healthcare and public health without any consultation.

Cuts to child care, library
services, tourism,
environmental programming,
and more show that this
government is not here "For
The People."
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equity &
inclusion

This government uses
"efficiencies" as the justification
for every cut they make. In
reality, the program cuts are
funded on the backs of
massive tax cuts to the uberrich.

#OneYearAfter
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